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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0551899A1] Cross-country or touring ski binding for cross country ski boots, which have on their front sole end (16) complementary
engagement elements for producing an articulation-like connection, which elements can be inserted into engagement elements of the binding (10)
which are arranged inside a binding casing (14) which is made of plastic or a similar material, the engagement elements on the sole side including
an articulated shaft (18) which extends transversely to the longitudinal direction of the boot and approximately parallel to the running surface of
the sole and the complementary engagement elements of the binding (10) including a holding hook (26) which grips the articulated shaft (18) from
behind, forms together with it a hinged joint and can be moved from a closing position into a release position and vice versa, and an elastically
deformable element (flexor 80) being assigned to the front end of the sole (16), especially on the binding side, for elastically returning the boot (12)
from a raised position into a position which is approximately parallel to the ski, the articulated shaft (18) which is built into the sole being supported
on the binding side by a separate supporting bearing made of metal or a similar resistant material, which bearing is arranged inside a recess (56),
which extends transversely to the longitudinal direction of the ski and is open at the top, in the binding casing (14). <IMAGE>
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